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ABSTRACT

3D environments provide new possibilities for musical in-

teraction. They allow musicians to manipulate and visualize

large sets of sound processes associated to 3D objects by

connecting graphical parameters to sound parameters. Sev-

eral of these audiovisual mappings can be combined on a

single 3D object. However, this brings up the issues of the

choice of these mappings and of their combinations. We

conducted a user study on sixteen musicians to evaluate au-

diovisual mappings and their combinations in the context

of 3D musical interaction. This user study is composed of

three experiments. The first experiment investigates subjects

preferences for mappings between four perceptual sound pa-

rameters (amplitude, pitch, spectral centroid and noisiness)

and ten graphical parameters, some of them specific to 3D

environments. The second experiment focuses on efficiency

of single mappings in an audiovisual identification task. The

results show almost no significant differences, but some ten-

dencies, which may indicate that the choice of mappings

scales is more important than the choice of the mappings

themselves. The third experiment investigates the efficiency

of mappings combinations. The results indicate no signif-

icant differences, which suggest that it may be possible to

combine up to four audiovisual mappings on a single graph-

ical object without any performance loss for musicians, if

they do not disrupt each other.

1. INTRODUCTION

The past decade has seen an important development of graph-

ical musical interfaces. These interfaces don’t share the

physical limitations of hardware controllers. Consequently,

they give access to a high number of control parameters of

an unlimited number of sound processes. Each musical pa-

rameter can be modified by interacting with the graphical

components of the interface. Furthermore, in opposition to

traditional instruments, graphical interfaces allow users to

display precise information about the musical events, such

as their activity, their current parameters and so on. Immer-

sive virtual environments, used in the field of virtual reality,

add even more possibilities for musical applications. In par-

ticular, they enable the visualization of large sets of audio-

visual objects, with additional parameters such as distance,

3D orientation, 3D shape, transparency. 3D interaction tech-

niques, such as virtual sculpting, ray-casting, or navigation,

may also be favourably used for musical purposes. These

interfaces bring up the issue of the choice of audiovisual

mappings.

Which graphical parameters of 3D objects should be used

to display sound parameters for visualization and manipula-

tion ? Appropriate mappings and visual organisation may

improve interaction efficiency as it is done in the informa-

tion visualization field. Moreover, using combinations of

audiovisual mappings, as is it done for generic data by Healey

[6], users may manipulate and visualize many musical pa-

rameters on a single 3D object, in opposition to simple slid-

ers controlling only one parameter each. Thus it is important

to evaluate these different mappings, in terms of subjects

preferences and performances, in the context of musical in-

teraction, i.e with varying sound parameters.

In this paper, we present a user study that investigates

user rates, in section 3.5, and efficiency, in section 3.6, of

audiovisual mappings for 3D graphical musical interaction.

It is also aimed at evaluating the quantity of musical infor-

mation, i.e sound parameters, that a graphical component

may display without causing disruption. This last evaluation

is done in the third experiment, described in section 3.7.

2. RELATED WORK

A lot of work has been done on linking images to sound or

music [10], from Isaac Newton who noticed the correspon-



dence between prismatic rays and musical scales, to the first

color-music instruments such as ”Le clavecin oculaire” from

Louis-Bertrand Castel, to the extensive work of John Whit-

ney [15].

Existing 3D instruments rely on traditional visualization

of sounds, such as 3D spectrograms or 3D speakers for spa-

tialization [1]. None of them combine several audiovisual

mappings on the 3D objects, thus they reduce the visual-

ization and interaction possibilities. For example, 3D spec-

trograms must be viewed from a certain angle to be un-

derstandable, so that users cannot see or manipulate many

sounds processes representations at the same time. Other

applications use simple sliders transposed to 3D, reducing

the control possibilities brought by 3D objects to a single

parameter.

Many studies were done on audiovisual mappings. Walker

[14] studied extensively both musicians and non-musicians

preferences concerning audiovisual mappings, with a musi-

cal notation perspective, using sequences of static 2D graph-

ical signs matched with sound sequences. He found signifi-

cant preferences, but only within the musicians groups. An-

other study was made by Lipscomb [11], in order to build

a visualization tool. Variations between six distinct instru-

ments timbres were matched to shape variations. In oppo-

sition to previous studies, no significant differences were

found between musicians and non-musicians. According

to the author, this could be related to the low number of

subjects. Visual stimuli were three states animations of 2D

shapes. Finally, very interesting work was done by Gian-

nakis [5, 4, 3], that led to Sound Mosaic, a tool for synthe-

sis and composition. He concentrated on perceptual dimen-

sions of color and texture as visual parameters, thus follow-

ing research of the information visualization field. Subjects

had to choose sequences of images from palettes to rep-

resent sequences of sounds consisting of linear or random

variations of the auditory parameters. The results of these

studies are presented in figure 1.

However these user studies do not answer our specific

questioning, which is the audiovisual mappings of dynamic

parameters on 3D objects and their combinations.

Author Auditory Feature Visual Feature

Walker[14] loudness size

pitch vertical position

timbre pattern

duration horizontal length

Lipscomb[11] loudness size

loudness color hue

pitch vertical position

pitch color hue

timbre shape

Giannakis[5] loudness color saturation

pitch color brightness

dissonance text. repetitiveness

sharpness text. coarseness

compactness text. granularity

Figure 1. Results of Previous User Studies for AudioVisual

Mappings

3. USER STUDY

3.1. Overview

This study tried to answer three questions. Do mappings

preferences observed in other studies still appear with 3D

representations ? Are some audiovisual mappings more ef-

ficient for an identification task than others, especially in a

dynamic context ? Does combining several mappings on

a single graphical component improve performances of an

identification task ?

In the first experiment, we studied the preferences of

the subjects on the mappings between four audio parame-

ters and ten graphical parameters. These first results were

used to reduce the number of mappings, keeping the pre-

ferred ones. In the second experiment, we studied the effi-

ciency of these mappings. To do so, we measured the sub-

jects’ performances in an audiovisual object identification

task. The results were then used to choose one graphical pa-

rameter for each audio parameter. In the third experiment,

we studied the effect of combining the chosen mappings on

the subjects’ performances.

3.2. Stimuli

3.2.1. Auditory stimuli

Several types of sound parameters could be controlled and

visualized. Perceptual parameters are for example loudness,

pitch, and the different dimensions of timbre. Low-level

physical parameters include the waveform and the spectrum.

There are also parameters of the different sound synthesis

techniques, such as additive, substractive, granular and so

on. Finally there are sound processing parameters, includ-

ing the parameters of effects, for example pitchshifting, dis-

tortion and filter.

Perceptual parameters provide numerous advantages.

They are more general because they can be extracted from

any synthesized or recorded sound source, more easily than

sound processing parameters. Moreover, they are under-

standable, as opposed to some synthesis parameters, so that

one clearly perceives the effect of their variations. Some of

them can be modified by a single standard audio effect, such

as pitchshifting, volume, distortion or low-pass filter. Thus

they can be controlled as well as visualized.

Four auditory perceptual parameters were used in the ex-

periments: pitch, amplitude/loudness, brightness / spectral

centroid and noisiness / irregularity. Seven audio sequences

of 7 seconds were generated for each parameter using the

Renoise1 tracker, starting with a simple sinusoid and then

using Renoise’s internal effects to produce variations. The

audio loops were played and analysed in realtime to get the

perceived audio parameters in PureData2.

1http://www.renoise.com/
2http://puredata.info/



The amplitude parameter featured random discrete and

continuous variations ranging from 0dB to 30dB and anal-

ysed with the env∼ object. The discrete variations of the

pitch parameter were values randomly chosen within the

notes {60, 63, 67, 68, 72}, the corresponding frequencies

being {261.6Hz, 311.1Hz, 391.9Hz, 415.3Hz, 523.2Hz},

and analysed with the fiddle∼ external [13]. The pitch vari-

ations were small (within one octave) in order to prevent

variations of perceived loudness. The brightness / spectral

centroid changed with random discrete and continuous vari-

ations ranging from 948Hz to 998Hz and analysed with the

sc∼ external from the flib library. Finally, the noisiness /

irregularity had random discrete and continuous variations

ranging from 3.6 to 170 and analysed with the irreg∼ exter-

nal from the flib library, calculated according to Jensen [8]

and based on the original formula by Krimphoff [9].

Seven sequences of 7 seconds were also made by com-

bining variations of the four parameters.

3.2.2. Visual stimuli

In order to provide fast and precise graphical control and vi-

sualization, perceptually salient parameters are needed. The

field of information visualization has proven the efficiency

of preattentive visual features, as described by Healey [7].

These visual properties are detected without the need for

focused attention, independently from the number of dis-

played elements, so that tasks involving them, such as de-

tecting a filled circle in a group of empty circles, take 200ms

or less. Target detection or estimation of the number or per-

centage of visual elements can thus be improved by using

them. Examples of preattentive features are 2D/3D orien-

tation, length, size, curvature, number, color hue, intensity,

direction of motion, stereoscopic depth, lighting direction.

Some of these features can be organized into a hierarchy, for

example color luminance affects color hue perception which

in turn affects visual texture perception. As explained in the

introduction, these features are also often combined, for ex-

ample in [6], to enable efficient visualization of complex

data. Furthermore, studies by Luck and Vogel [12] demon-

strated that it is possible to retain information about four

visual objects defined by a conjunction of four features in

working memory.

For our experiment, ten graphical parameters were cho-

sen, some of them being preattentive features. The graphical

parameters were applied to cubes rendered in a 3D environ-

ment using the OpenSG3 scenegraph library. Distance on

the z-axis ranged from the positions -1 to -3, camera be-

ing on 0. Ground and shadows were also used in order to

improve its perception. Translations on x and y axis were

not tested, in order to save them fo the spatial organisation

of the 3D objects. The orientation parameter was a rota-

tion around the z-axis ranging from 0rad to 1rad, so that

3http://opensg.vrsource.org/trac

the rotation was understandable. The size parameter was

a scale operation ranging from 0.4 to 0.9, so that the ob-

ject did not disappear. The texture rugosity parameter was

rendered using relief bump mapping with scale parameter

ranging from 0 (flat) to 10 (very rough). The scale of the

object’s texture varied for the texture scale parameter from

original size to eight times this size. The speed parame-

ter was rendered by a circular motion ranging from 0 to Pi

unit per second. One dimension only was selected for the

color parameter, color lightness, mostly because we wanted

to keep the experiments short enough. There is a hierarchy

between features, as said before luminance perturbs hue per-

ception, and that would have cause problems in the combi-

nations experiments. The color was ranging from {0,0,0} to

{255,255,255}. The shininess parameter ranged from 0 to

1. It corresponded to the amount of specular reflection of the

3D objects surfaces. The shape distortion parameter corre-

sponded to the scale of a random modification of the object’s

vertices’ positions, ranging from 0 to 0.5 . Simple gener-

ative shapes [2] or more complex shapes could have been

experimented, but it was instead decided to choose a param-

eter which could affect any complex shape. Indeed, because

complex shapes allow for multiple dimensions whithout dis-

turbing other features, they could be used to represent multi-

dimensional perceptual phenomena, such as the sound spec-

trum divided into the twenty-four critical bands of hearing

[16], and thus they were not selected for this experiment.

The transparency parameter varied from 0 to 0.8, so that

the object did not completely disappear. To make sure that

transparency was correctly perceived, a randomly generated

background was added.

The 3D animations were rendered in realtime, visual pa-

rameters being connected to the audio parameters by Open-

Soundcontrol 4 messages which were sent from PureData

to the 3D software. The scales of the graphical parameters

were linear and chosen in order to fit the ranges of the audio

parameters.

3.3. Subjects

There were sixteen subjects (13 males and 3 females) aged

between 22 and 54. All of them were trained musicians

(having at least taken music lessons), and they all had al-

ready used music software. None of them were regular users

of 3D software.

3.4. Experimental Setup

Subjects sat in front of a 12,1” laptop screen and they were

equipped with Beyerdynamic DT-770 headphones. They

went through the experiments and entered their answers us-

ing a modified computer keyboard on which all the keys

4http://opensoundcontrol.org/



were removed, except the spacebar and the four keys used

to select the objects in the second and third experiments.

3.5. First experiment: Single mappings - Preferences

3.5.1. Goals

The goal of this first experiment was to test subjects pref-

erences for all the possible mappings. Our hypothesis was

that several significant preferences would appear, similar to

what has been found in existing user study.

3.5.2. Experimental procedure

This experiment was composed of four tests, one for each

sound parameter, i.e amplitude, pitch, centroid and noisi-

ness. Ten cubes were displayed in each test, each cube using

a different graphical parameter to display the sound param-

eter variations, as seen on figure 2. The subjects were asked

to rate verbally the relevance of each mapping between 1

and 5. The order of the tests was randomly chosen.

Figure 2. Screenshot of the first experiment

3.5.3. Results and analysis

The results are shown in figures 3, 4 and 5. Kruskal-Wallis

tests indicated a significant effect for Amplitude (χ2(9) =
57.81, p < 0.0001), Pitch (χ2(9)= 32.178, p = 0.0002), Spec-

tral Centroid (χ2(9) = 29.932, p = 0.0005), but no signifi-

cant effect for Noisiness. Wilcoxon analysis for any two

mappings of the significant tests revealed the significant dif-

ferences shown below each figure.

3.5.4. Subjects comments

Some subjects would have preferred an inverted scale for

some mappings. For example, they felt that higher pitch

should correspond to smaller object. This is consistent with

the the fact that high frequencies are perceived louder than

low frequencies. Most subjects assimilated distance to a 1D

fader. They also reported that changes in the sound identity,

ie. timbre parameters, should be associated to changes in
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Figure 3. First experiment : Preferences - Subjects rates for

Amplitude (and average deviations). The significant differ-

ences between the mappings from a Wilcoxon analysis are

also given.

the object’s identity, i.e shape. Subjects felt that the speed

parameter should have been applied to something else than

a circular movement.

3.5.5. Discussion

The results indicated significantly preferred graphical pa-

rameters for amplitude, pitch and spectral centroid. In par-

ticular, subjects associated amplitude with size as in Walker’s

experiments, but also with distance and transparency. The

tendency for the pitch parameter was to associate it with dis-

tance, which subjects in their comments described as a 1D

fader. Thus it seemed to correspond to the vertical position

used in Walker’s study. Color lightness was significantly

preferred for spectral centroid and the tendency for noisi-

ness was to associate it with texture rugosity. That could

be explained by the correlation seen in the other studies be-

tween the inner aspect and the timbre parameters. We chose

to remove the graphical parameters with the worst ranks for

these four audio parameters and keep the five best ones, to

evaluate the mappings with our performance experiment.

3.6. Second experiment: Single mappings - Performances

3.6.1. Goals

The goal of this second experiment was to test, for each

sound parameter, the efficiency of the five graphical param-

eters that had been identified as the preferred ones in the

first experiment. This was done by measuring the subjects

performances in an identification task. For the amplitude

parameter, size, distance, color, transparency and shininess

were tested. For the pitch parameter, distance, color light-

ness, shininess, size and orientation were tested. For the

spectral centroid parameter, the tested parameters were color,
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Figure 4. First experiment : Preferences - Subjects Rates for

Pitch (and average deviations). The significant differences

between the mappings from a Wilcoxon analysis are also

given.

shininess, size, transparency and distortion. And for the

noisiness parameter, texture rugosity, color, distortion, size

and transparency were tested.

Our hypothesis was that some graphical parameters would

be more efficient than others, because musicians were used

to some representations.

3.6.2. Experimental procedure

The second experiment was composed of four tests, one

for each sound parameter. Each test involved 5 conditions,

one for each selected graphical parameter, and each condi-

tion involved seven trials. During each trial, an audio se-

quence corresponding to the sound parameter was played

and four cubes were displayed, as seen in figure 6. Subjects

were asked to identify as quickly as possible the cube whose

graphical variations were connected to the sound parameter.

They selected it with the corresponding key of the keyboard.

Response times and error rates were recorded. At the end of

each condition, subjects were also asked to give an evalu-

ation of its easyness between 1 and 5. To avoid a learning

effect, the order of the sequences and of the conditions for

each audio parameter were randomly chosen. A practice

trial was also added at the beginning of each condition.

3.6.3. Results

The response times are shown in figure 7. An analysis of

variance (ANOVA) indicated a significant effect of the map-

ping choice for Amplitude (F = 6.131 > F(4,60,0.05) =
2.525), Pitch (F = 4.132 > F(4,60,0.05) = 2.525), and

Noisiness (F = 4.025 > F(4,60,0.05) = 2.525), but no sig-

nificant effect for Spectral Centroid. A Student-Neumann-

Keuls for any two mappings of the significant tests revealed
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Figure 5. First experiment : Preferences - Subjects rates for

Spectral centroid (and average deviations). The significant

differences between the mappings from a Wilcoxon analysis

are also given.

Figure 6. Second experiment screenshots: Amplitude

mapped to Shininess and Amplitude mapped to Size

the following significant differences. For the Amplitude pa-

rameter, Size, Distance, Transparency and Color Lightness

were more efficient than Shininess. For the Pitch parameter,

Distance was more efficient than Orientation, and Distance

and Orientation were more efficient than Shininess. For the

Noisiness parameter, Size was more efficient than Texture

Rugosity.

An ANOVA indicated no significant differences for the

error rates of the four tests.

A test of correlation was done for each user between

their preferences in the first experiment and their response

times of the performances experiment. It revealed that there

was no correlation between these results, with an average

value of 0.16.

3.6.4. Subjects comments

Subjects preferred mappings that had an analogy with the

real world, for example when sound got brighter as the ob-

ject got closer, when sound got louder when the object got

bigger or when sound got higher pitched when the object got
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Figure 7. Second experiment : Performances - Response

times (in ms) (and average deviations) for Amplitude, Pitch,

Spectral centroid and Noisiness

smaller. They indicated that the scale for the orientation pa-

rameter was not well chosen, and also that the changes in the

rugosity parameter was not correctly discernible. Subjects

felt that the scale of the transparency should be modified to

better fit some of the audio parameters. They also expressed

the need of reversing the scale for some mappings. Subjects

interestingly reported that they used mainly quick variations

of the parameters to identify the correct object, because they

perceived them better than slow variations, no matter which

graphical parameter was tested.

3.6.5. Discussion

First of all, our results indicated that there was no correla-

tion between the preferences and the performances of the

subjects. In other words, the preference of a user for one

mapping did not mean that this mapping was the most effi-

cient. This confirmed the need for a user study with objec-

tive performance measurements.

We almost did not find any significant differences be-

tween response times for the different mappings, while we

had found some in the preferences experiment. Differences

that were found for shininess, orientation, and texture ru-

gosity, seemed to be scale problems. That was indeed con-

firmed by the subjects comments. Moreover, subjects re-

ported that they followed fast variations, no matter which

graphical parameter was used, to identify which object was

associated to the sound. This led us to think that the scales

of the mappings were finally more important than the map-

pings themselves.

Even if the precedent results had shown no significant

differences between the mappings, we chose by a process

of elimination which graphical parameter we would use for

each audio parameter, in relation to the tendencies revealed

by the results. So we finally chose the following mappings:

Size with Amplitudes, Color with Pitch, Distortion with Spec-

tral Centroid and Transparency with Noisiness.

3.7. Third experiment: Combined mappings

3.7.1. Goals

The goal of this last experiment was to test the influence of

the number of simultaneous audiovisual mappings on per-

formances. Our hypothesis was that a larger number of au-

diovisual mappings would improve the identification task

performances, because subjects would have several percep-

tual clues at the same time.

3.7.2. Experimental procedure

The third experiment was made up of two parts, each with

four sequences and seven trials by sequence. Subjects again

had to choose which of the four cubes displayed was con-

nected to the sound they were hearing by selecting it with

the corresponding key of the keyboard, and then give a score

for each sequence. For the first part, the sound was a sim-

ple sinusoid with only amplitude variations. In the first se-

quence of this part, only the amplitude-size mapping was

activated. In the second, third and fourth sequences, respec-

tively one, two and three additional graphical parameters

were randomly animated, to disrupt the subject. For the sec-

ond part, the sound was a sinusoid with combined variations

of the four audio parameters. In the first sequence, only one

mapping was activated, size was connected to the amplitude.

In the second, third and fourth sequences the following map-

pings were respectively added: color and pitch, distortion

and brightness, transparency and noisiness, as shown in fig-

ure 8. In order to avoid a learning effect, the order of the

sequences in each part was randomly chosen. This experi-

ment was ran a second time, replacing the color parameter

with the distance parameter, to test the interference between

size and distance variations.

3.7.3. Results

The response times of the first part of the third experiment

are shown in figure 9. An ANOVA indicated a significant

effect (F = 9.498 > F(3,45,0.05) = 2.812) of the number

of disrupting graphical parameters when using the distance

parameter. Student-Neumann-Keuls analysis revealed a sig-

nificant difference between the first sequence and the three

other sequences with disruptions.

When using the color parameter, the ANOVA also in-

dicated a significant effect (F = 10.094 > F(3,45,0.05) =



Figure 8. Third experiment: Combinations - Screenshots:

two and four combined mappings
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Figure 9. Third experiment: Combinations disruption - Re-

sponse times (and average deviations) using Distance then

Color Lightness

2.812) of the number of disrupting graphical parameters.

Student-Neumann-Keuls analysis showed a significant dif-

ference between the first three sequences and the last se-

quence.

For the second part of this third experiment, the response

times are shown in figure 10. An ANOVA on the results in-

dicated no significant performance difference (F = 0.368 <

F(3,45,0.05) = 2.812) when activating one, two, three or

four mappings at the same time, with color as the second

graphical parameter. The same lack of significance (F =
0.550 < F(3,45,0.05) = 2.812) was obtained with distance

as the second parameter.

3.7.4. Subjects comments

Subjects reported having troubles to perceive size variations

when the distance parameter was also used. They also felt
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Figure 10. Third experiment: Combinations - Response

times (and average deviations) using Color Lightness then

Distance for the Pitch parameter

there was a problem with distance perception, because of the

camera point of view. They found it more difficult to select

the correct object when the variation of an audio parame-

ter was heard but not visualised, as in the first sequence of

the combination part, than when graphical parameters were

randomly variating.

3.7.5. Discussion

One should notice that the response times are much longer

than in the previous experiments. This may be explained by

the fact that musical sequences were more complex and that

it took more time to understand them. Some subjects were

also disrupted by the combination of graphical parameters,

to which they were not used.

The first part of the experiment revealed that the perfor-

mances times dropped when a graphical parameter disrupted

the perception of another. This was obvious with distance

and size, and in the second test with color and transparency.

This confirms the importance of the independence of per-

ceptual dimensions, which was pointed out by Giannakis

[4].

However, the second part of the experiment did not in-

dicate any significant difference when combining up to four

mappings on the objects. This part was different from the

first one, because the graphical parameters variations did not

always occur at the same time, and because they were con-

nected to audio parameters variations. The results were not

what we expected, i.e the combinations do not improve the

performances. However, if the graphical parameters do not

interfere with each other, these results suggest that may have

at least four audio parameters displayed on a single object

without performance loss.



4. CONCLUSION

Our results for the preferences experiment approximatively

followed the results of previous user studies on musicians.

Significant preferences indeed appeared for the Amplitude

/ Size and Spectral Centroid / Color Lightness mappings.

These results also showed tendencies for the Pitch / Distance

and Noisiness / Texture Rugosity mappings. The perfor-

mances experiment, which was designed to measure the effi-

ciency of the audiovisual mappings, revealed almost no sig-

nificant differences, except for mappings with wrong scales.

These results, combined with subjects comments, may in-

dicate that the choice of the scales of the mappings is ac-

tually more important for the efficiency than the choice of

the mappings themselves. The results of the combinations

experiment did not indicate any significant drop in perfo-

mances when using several mappings on the objects, except

when some graphical parameters disrupted the perception

of others. This may indicate that musicians can deal with

at least four independent audiovisual mappings on a single

object without performance loss, if the scales and mappings

are correctly chosen. In a 3D environment, where one may

navigate in large sets of audiovisual objects, this may bring

new musical possibilities.

However, these results may be strongly due to the fact

that subjects were musicians, used to specific visualizations.

This prevents us from generalizing our conclusions to non-

musicians. The results may also depend on the scales that

we used.

Future studies should thus investigate which are the most

efficient scales for the audiovisual mappings, taking inspira-

tion from the information visualisation field. Other graphi-

cal and audio parameters should also be tested, for example

higher level musical parameters like tempo, tonality, rythm

and so on. Complex 3D shapes could also be useful to dis-

play sound parameters including several dimensions such as

sound spectrum.
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